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Executive summary

The NITE project (http://nite.nis.sdu.dk) was launched in March 2001 in response to the –
partly perceived, partly anticipated – strongly increasing need for standards and tools in
support of creating, annotating, evaluating and exploiting natural interactivity and multimodal
(NIMM) data resources. Not only is the production of value-added NIMM corpus data timeconsuming and costly, so that re-use of annotated data would seem very attractive. The
inherent complexity of coordinated human communicative behaviour, involving speech,
gesture, gaze, facial expression, body posture, and use of all manner of objects as an integral
part of the communication, is so huge that the only way of exploring it efficiently would seem
to be through the use of general-purpose NIMM annotation tools. Exploration through
annotation-by-hand is only feasible in principle and is would seem quite unlikely that the
research communities involved would manage, within any reasonable time-frame, to build all
the special-purpose tools needed in the field, each taking good care of annotation of a
particular kind of NIMM behaviour.
So, the objective of NITE has been to (i) carry out the research necessary for (ii) building (a)
best practice, general-purpose toolset(s) for multi-level, cross-level, and cross-modality
annotation, retrieval, and exploitation of multi-party natural interactive human-human and
human-machine dialogue data. In this endeavour, NITE has been able to build on research
results from the ISLE (International Standards for Language Engineering, 2000-2002,
http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/home.html) Working Group on Natural Interactivity and
Multimodality (NIMM, http://isle.nis.sdu.dk). ISLE NIMM has produced a comprehensive
map of the state of the art world-wide in NIMM data resources, coding schemes, and coding
tools, contributed to the specification of best practices in these fields, addressed the emerging
issue of meta-data information, and even produced a first draft requirements specification of a
general-purpose NIMM coding tool. In addition, NITE has been able to build on the results of
the MATE (Multi-level Annotation Tools Engineering, http://mate.nis.sdu.dk) project (19981999) which built a toolset for multi-level and cross-level annotation of spoken dialogue data.
In fact, NITE not only builds on the MATE technology but also, to some extent, on the
limited-purpose NIMM annotation technologies represented by The Observer and ANVIL.
Based on the scientific and technical starting-points just mentioned, NITE has ventured into
the unknown territory of general-purpose NIMM annotation tools and has come out with a
number of usable tools covering most aspects of the NITE objective. Three NITE
development strands have been pursued. One strand, the NITE WorkBench for Windows, or
NWB, is based on a Windows platform, and aims at users who want an easy-to-use interface
that requires no programming skills. A second strand, the NITE XML Toolkit, or NXT, is
cross-platform and builds on MATE and ANVIL. This strand focuses on users who are able
and willing to do some programming to use the tool. The third strand has enabled, and will
enable, the commercial The Observer tool to increasingly support some amount of annotation
of natural interactive communication. In addition, the NITE consortium has gained unique
knowledge of the theoretical and practical challenges facing a truly general-purpose NIMM
coding tool. The consortium members expect to continue their efforts with sufficient
momentum to be able to offer to the world the first tools of this kind. Meanwhile, our original
projections concerning the need for general-purpose NIMM annotation tools have been amply
confirmed by research developments in the past 2-3 years.
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Project timetable

NITE started on 1 April 2001. At the project kick-off meeting, the consortium decided to
pursue three development strands instead of the planned two strands, i.e. the NITE toolset and
The Observer. The basic idea was to develop for three target user groups, i.e. programmers,
non-programmer users who want a full general-purpose NIMM coding tool, and future users
of The Observer who want a version of the tool which includes some aspects of the common
NITE tool specification (see Section 4.1). Compared to the original NITE concept, the new,
added target user group was that of non-programmer users who want a full general-purpose
NIMM coding tool. This decision clearly implied an even more ambitious project plan than
the one in the NITE contract but it was felt that it was very much worth the increased effort to
also aim to cater for the potentially very large group of “ordinary” users.
task 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
WP1
WP2
WP3
WP4
WP5
WP6

— — — — — —
— — — — — — — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
M1
W1

W2

M2

W3

W4

W5

Table 2.1. Duration of work packages and tasks included in the work packages. Month 12 and
month 28 were concluded with a milestone. Five project workshops were held. Two
additional software developers' workshops were held for the smooth development of the
distributed software development part of the project. Project workshops were spread as evenly
as possible. Open workshops took place in connection with major relevant conferences or
workshops.
In organisational terms, the three-strand decision meant that the NITE project sub-divided into
three sub-groups as far as tool development was concerned. Importantly, the three groups
would still develop a common NITE tools specification together, i.e. the one presented in
D1.1 and the addendum to D1.1. From there, the groups would adhere to the specification in
significantly different ways. The first (NXT) sub-group pursued the MATE-based agenda of
developing a toolset for users who could program their own coding schemes and the
corresponding coding file visualisations. This group consisted of U. Edinburgh, DFKI and
IMS as developer sites, Edinburgh doing the core XML engine, DFKI doing various plug-ins
in collaboration with their own in-house Anvil coding tool project, and IMS doing the query
functionality. The second (NWB) sub-group consisted of NISLab which were to develop a
general-purpose coding tool for “ordinary users”. The third sub-group consisted of the Noldus
company which were to include selected common NITE requirements into their specifications
of future versions of The Observer. Noldus stepped down from their planned role as
development leaders in NITE more generally. Edinburgh assumed leadership of the firstmentioned group’s work and also took over the WP responsibility for delivering the common
2

developers’ deliverables. This new division of labour and responsibilities has probably
entailed some differences in workload per site over the duration of the project and compared
to what was originally planned, but no changes in budget allocation were asked for.
At the first-year review, the reviewers confirmed this new work plan for the project,
requesting an addendum to the requirements specification deliverable D1.1. The D1.1
Addendum deliverable was delivered on time following the review. Another consequence of
the revised work plan was that the project as a whole needed some more time to complete its
work. The Commission kindly granted NITE a four months extension without additional
funding, so that work could continue after the contractual deadline by end March 2003 and
until the end of July 2003.
Like its predecessor project MATE’s Advisory Panel (AP), the NITE AP was planned to have
a prominent role in NITE throughout. This role may, in fact, have been slightly less prominent
than in MATE, for the following reason. We discovered that we all agreed that MATE had
somewhat “oversold” its message from project Day 1. The result was, certainly, a large
number of AP member sites who took a highly constructive role in the project. However, they
also suffered from the fact that the MATE project took quite long to deliver anything which
could actually be used, and the carefully crafted MATE questionnaire had only a limited
response at the end of the project. Thus, in NITE, we adopted a rather cautious approach to
AP advertising and recruitment, the result being that NITE has had a smaller, some 35
members strong, AP. However, as NITE has actually been able to deliver several software
releases for user testing in the life-time of the project, the end result has been that NITE has
seen very active AP involvement in the final 9 months of the project. Evaluation results are
described in D4.1 and D.4.2 and commented on in Section 5 below.

3
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Theoretical achievements

3.1

General findings

It is important to note that the field of entirely general-purpose NIMM coding has hardly been
theoretically explored at all. In the research literature, apart from what has been produced in
ISLE and NITE, no detailed analyses can be found of the workflow of NIMM data coders in
general, no general analysis can be found of the types of coding needed, and no general
analysis can be found of the types of data and coding file visualisation needed by coders. In
this context, NITE has benefited a great deal from the ISLE surveys of existing NIMM data
resources, coding schemes, and coding tools.
In NITE, we adopted from early on a guiding use case which was the one of coding, at all
levels required and in all modalities involved, turn-taking cues in human-human conversation.
This use case appeared to illustrate well the complexity facing a general-purpose NIMM
coding tool, both in terms of the coding schemes involved and in terms of the complexity of
raw data and coding file visualisation needed for coders to accomplish their tasks (cf. D1.1).
Some important findings made in studying this use case and others are described in this
section by reference to illustrations shown below.
3.1.1

Timestamped and structure coding

In timestamped coding, a timestamp (start and end time, a time point) is assigned to a
phenomenon in the data. In structure coding, a tag is assigned to one or more phenomena
which have been timestamped already, such as in POS-tagging in Table 3.1. Both types of
coding must be supported by a general-purpose NIMM coding tool.
Table 3.1 shows a medium-complexity example of the communicative behaviour coding
needed for developing future natural interactive systems. The table shows an interface design
sketch (analogue view, see below) of the coding of (part of) the spoken utterance and gesture
parts of a single communicative act at a number of coding levels, i.e., from the top down:
POS (part of speech, POS1.1-1.4), semantic (SE1), gesture-speech coordination (C1), coreference (CoR1), word-level segmentation (WL1), prosodic level (Tobi), gesture level
(gesture type (GC1), gesture phases (GPC1), both for right (R) and left (L) arm/hand),
utterance level (UL1), and discourse (DLC1), all referring to the common timeline (bottom).
Coding at each level makes use of a particular coding scheme (not shown in Table 3.1). For
brevity, only a single human communicator (S1) is shown.
3.1.2

Symbolic and analogue visualisation

Symbolic visualisation, e.g. in table format (cf. Figure 4.3.1.3), enables visualisation of a
significant fragment of the coded communication, as needed in, e.g., utterance and discourselevel analysis. This is not possible in analogue visualisation, cf. Table 3.1 which only shows a
single utterance. Analogue visualisation, on the other hand, enables immediate perception of
temporal relationships in the data. It appears that a general-purpose NIMM coding tool should
enable both kinds of visualisation.
3.1.3

Formal data properties

Across modalities and coding levels, it is possible to identify more abstract properties in the
data, such as the within-level long-range dependencies to be found in, e.g., co-reference
relations (cf. Table 3.1), or in multimodal coordination, an example of which is shown in
Table 3.1. It is crucial to the successful development of a general-purpose NIMM coding tool
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that the tool takes into account as many as possible of the formal properties in the data to be
coded.
CS/time
POS1.1-S1

S

SC

POS1.2-S1

VP hlem=buy

SC

SE1-S1

frame=buy,
fo=agt

frame=buy,
fo=pat

POS1.3-S1

NP hlem=man

NP hlem=toy

POS1.4-S1

DT

DT

NN

VBD

C1-S1

NNS

frame=buy, fo=ben

SC

PP
prep=for
hlem=child

NP hlem=child

SC

IN

PPS

NNS

SC

c3

SC

c2

CoR1-S1

anchor5

WL1-S1

w30
the

anaphor5
w31
man

w32
bought

Tobi-S1

w33
these

w34
toys

w35
for

H*

GPC1-S1-R

prep

stroke

hold

GPC1-S1-L
GC1-S1-R

w36
his

SC
w37.
children

TC

H*L

SC

retract

TC

N/A

TC

g3-de, target = toys

TC

GC1-S1-L

g4-di

TC

UL1-S1

U5. the man bought these toys for his children

TC

DLC1

main

TC

time

.........................................................................................................................................

N/A

Table 3.1. Analogue view of semi-complex natural interactivity coding. The left-hand column
refers to the coding schemes (CSs) used. Sn is speaker n. The right-most column shows if the
coding is structural (SC) or timestamped (TC), see Section 3.1.1.
3.1.4

Visualising cross-level and cross-modality links

In future complex NIMM data coding, it will be essential for tool users to be able to visualise,
and possibly store, cross-level and cross-modality links between phenomena in the data which
form part of coordinated natural interactive communication. This challenge is one which still
needs to find appropriate design solutions in a general-purpose NIMM coding tool.

3.2

Other theoretical results

In the NITE project we have developed a markup framework for annotation at multiple levels
and across levels and modalities and we have analysed existing coding schemes for markup of
natural interactivity data and identified best practice in the area. This work is presented in the
following sections.
3.2.1

The NITE markup framework

The developed NITE markup framework was an extension of the markup framework
developed in the MATE project [Dybkjær et al. 1998] which covered spoken dialogue data
but not full natural interactivity data. The NITE markup framework is described in deliverable
D2.2. This report discusses, and proposes solutions to, the general issues involved in creating
a general standard for the markup of natural interactivity corpora. It presents the NITE
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markup framework including raw data, coding modules and coding schemes, coding files, and
meta-data, and it describes important issues to be addressed. In addition, the report presents
the proposed realisation of the markup framework in two of the three software strands in the
NITE project, i.e. the NITE WorkBench, NWB, and the NITE XML Toolkit, NXT,
respectively.
The proposed NITE markup framework file structure is shown in Figure 3.2.1.1. The basic
annotation process requires a coding module and either raw data (audio and/or video) or an
already annotated coding file referencing raw data. A coding module consists of a coding
scheme and meta-data information. When applied to raw data or to an existing coding file, the
coding scheme produces a new coding file. Coding file meta-data references the meta-data of
the coding module. Coding file meta-data may also directly reference the meta-data of the raw
data. Otherwise, raw data reference is made indirectly via reference to the meta-data of
another coding file. Links are also made to the meta-data of other coding files if these are
referenced in the coding file.

Figure 3.2.1.1: General NITE markup framework file structure.
Raw data considered in NITE includes audio files, video files, images, logs, data files, notes,
and transcription files in case no audio raw data is available.
Meta-data is a research issue of its own. NITE has taken a pragmatic approach by suggesting
for raw data meta-data, coding scheme meta-data, and coding file meta-data, respectively, a
set of information entries which one at least should consider to fill in. Whether a particular
piece of information is relevant may in some cases depend e.g. on the kind of raw data. For
example camera information is of course not relevant if the raw data is an audio file.
The coding module is a central concept in the markup framework. A coding module includes
two types of information. One type is mainly intended for the user and another type is mainly
intended for the system. The information intended for the user may be viewed as the coding
scheme concepts together with their meta-data information. The information intended for the
system basically corresponds to a tagset.
The name of the coding module is intended for both the user and the system.
Information mainly intended for the user includes:
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1. author(s)
2. version
3. notes (references to literature, validation information, comments, etc.)
4. purpose of the coding module
5. coding level(s) (e.g. dialogue acts, hand gesture, nose wrinkles, …)
6. description of data source type(s) required for use of the coding module
7. explanation of references to other coding modules
8. coding procedure
9. coding example showing the coding scheme markup in use
10. clear description of each phenomenon, example(s) of each phenomenon. Phenomena
such as gestures and facial expressions may be illustrated in static or dynamic images
to further help the user identify their occurrence in the data
Information primarily intended for the system includes:
11. a markup declaration, possibly hierarchically ordered, of the tags for the (individually
named) phenomena which can be marked up using the coding module
12. coding files referenced
Important issues in natural interactivity coding are also discussed in the report. These include
the questions of how to deal with cross-level and cross-modality coding, overlapping
interactions, intersecting hierarchies, long-range dependencies, synchronous and
asynchronous phenomena, and time alignment. For further details we refer to D2.2
3.2.2

Annotation schemes

Regarding annotation schemes, the NITE project could to quite some extent draw on work
already done in the ISLE NIMM (natural interactivity and multimodality) working group
(isle.nis.sdu.dk). In [Knudsen et al. 2002], 21 existing coding schemes for markup of gesture
and facial expressions possibly in combination with speech were described and reviewed.
This report served as point of departure in NITE both for two chapters on existing coding
schemes in deliverable D2.1 which also included some more theoretical work on gestures, and
for the report on best practice coding schemes, see deliverable D2.3.
Report D2.1 gives an overview of existing gesture, facial expression, and cross-modality
coding schemes. The report presents an overview of the foundations of natural interactivity,
and summarises and updates the results of the mentioned ISLE survey of gesture and facial
expression coding schemes. Regarding cross-modality issues, sequences of events are
identified characterised by the co-occurrence of events from different selected modalities. In
addition, examples have been collected from various gesture dictionaries including one entry
of the Berlin Gesture Dictionary, and an overview of coding schemes for nonverbal behaviour
is provided.
Based on this work and on the NITE markup framework described in Section 3.2.1, NITE
also did work on identifying best practice gesture, facial expression, and cross-modality
coding schemes, see D2.3. This report presents coding scheme recommendations for natural
interactivity research as well as coding module specifications of the recommended schemes
for possible inclusion in the NITE workbench. The recommendations are based on clear
definitions of the notions of coding scheme, meta-schema, coding module etc. Evaluation
criteria were devised for all these concepts in order to support the recommendations. For
facial expression coding, semi-standards have already developed. Three coding schemes are
presented and recommended in the report. For gesture coding, a modular approach is
proposed for building a gesture coding scheme to cope with the widely diverging research
aims. Two recommendations are presented for the most basic modules. For cross-modality
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coding, we point to cross-modality aspects in the surveyed schemes and conclude that there
are no coding schemes yet that are generic enough to qualify for recommendation. Finally,
coding modules in accordance with the markup framework are defined for all three facial
expression coding schemes and one recommended gesture coding scheme.
The original intention was to include some best practice coding schemes in the developed
tools. However, in NITE, as opposed to MATE, it turned out not to be as important to select
best-practice coding schemes for inclusion into the tools. The best practice facial coding
schemes, for instance, already come with tool support. Clearly, if there is a tool available
which has been tailored to support a specific coding scheme, this tool would often be
preferable to a general-purpose one for applying this particular coding scheme. The primary
need for general-purpose tools is in the exploration of complex natural interactive and
multimodal behaviours, which means that ease of entering, or creating, new coding schemes
is essential.

8
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Technical Achievements

4.1

Requirements specification

In essence, the ISLE draft requirements specification of a general-purpose NIMM coding tool
[Dybkjær et al. 2001a] stated that, basically, the tool should enable the user to:
1. enter any natural interactivity coding scheme, however experimental, into the tool;
2. enter raw data (audio, video) resources in various common formats into the tool;
3. minutely control the raw data (milliseconds, frame-by-frame);
4. annotate (code, tag) the raw data using the entered coding scheme and an
automatically generated tag palette for ease and speed of coding;
5. make user cognitive and workflow-compatible visualisation and customisation of the
coding files;
6. query the coded data to extract relevant coding file information;
7. possibly do some key statistical analysis of the coded data, such as inter-coder
agreement analysis;
8. export the resulting coding files for use by other tools, e.g. using XML.
Software engineering-wise, the tool should have an open architecture for adding new
components and functionalities. For instance, plug-ins of various graphical representations of
the speech signal and synchronised with it, such as waveform, pitch contour, spectrogram, etc.
For ease of maintenance, the tool should embody a clean separation of user interface,
application logic, and internal representation (data model).
In addition, the tool should be robust and fast enough to be used for research purposes, also in
case of large amounts of data, and it should be user friendly in the sense of being compatible
with coders’ workflow.
The ISLE draft requirements specification of a general-purpose NIMM coding tool were
jointly refined by the NITE consortium and the results are described in D1.1 and D1.1
Addendum.

4.2

Meeting the requirements

At the start of NITE, it was clear that a coding tool meeting the above requirements did not
yet exist world-wide by far. In fact, such a tool still does not exist. In order to present a
structured view of the present state of the art, we may define the following concepts. A
special-purpose coding tool is one which supports the coding of NIMM data at a particular
level and in a particular modality. Some existing tools do this quite well, such as Transcriber
for orthographic transcription and Praat for phonetic transcription. However, these tools are
drops in the ocean when facing the challenge of general-purpose NIMM coding. A limitedpurpose tool is one which aims to support as large a fraction of NIMM coding as possible but
which still falls short, more or less, of meeting the requirements above. It may be noted that,
relative to those requirements, the shortcomings of a particular limited-purpose NIMM coding
tool can be defined quite precisely. A general-purpose tool, finally, is one which meets the
above requirements head-on. The tool still cannot be guaranteed to satisfy every possible
coding purpose, simply because these will remain intractable. Nor can the general-purpose
tool be guaranteed to satisfy every possible user in the way it enables graphical presentation
of annotation schemes, coding files, query results, etc., also because these will remain
intractable.
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Based on refinement of the above requirements specification, NITE has produced three
limited-purpose toolsets, all of which have the potential of eventually satisfying the
requirements specification in full. At the start of NITE, it became clear that the requirements
specifications could be satisfied in many different ways. One important distinction had to do
with the target user group. If these are relatively computer illiterate, it does not make sense to
offer them a toolset which demands significant programming skills. If, on the other hand, the
target users are programmers or have easy access to programming support, the manner in
which the requirements specification could be satisfied changes considerable. In this case, it
might be possible to offer to the users a toolset which, like the MATE Workbench, enables
them to program their coding scheme and its on-screen visualisation. Another important
distinction also had to do with the target users. Only, this distinction was between users who
may be already familiar with a particular coding tool and who want to venture, to some
limited extent, into larger-scale NIMM coding, and users who are dedicated to exploring
NIMM behaviours to their limits. The former may be satisfied with a limited-purpose version
of their familiar tool whereas the latter want a general-purpose tool.
The NITE toolsets well reflect the distinctions made in the preceding paragraph. The NWB is
aimed at users without significant programming knowledge who want to do full NIMM data
coding. These researchers are experts in data coding and theory but not experts in tools
programming. The NXT is aimed at users who have the necessary programming skills and
who want to do full NIMM data coding. And The Observer is aimed at users without
significant programming knowledge who want to do limited NIMM data coding. Given this 2by-2 option space, the only user group which NITE has not been aiming at are the users who
are excellent programmers but who do not want to explore the field of NIMM behaviours in
full! This is hardly a serious limitation to the NITE results.
So, how far did we manage to support full and unconstrained NIMM data coding? By
definition, so to speak, The Observer is not going to go all the way. However, this observation
is counter-balanced by facts such as that The Observer is professional software with the
robustness and maintenance support this entails. For obvious reasons, the NWB and NXT still
remain less robust research prototypes. Between them, NWB and NXT are very difficult to
compare. Firstly, these tools aim at different target user groups. In a special sense, NXT is
very general-purpose already, only you have to do a considerable amount of programming in
order to code any particular kind of NIMM behaviour. If you can do that and want to do that,
you may get more of less the working environment you want but you have to program again
in order to code something else. NWB, on the other hand, is still limited-purpose but you do
not have to be a programmer to use it.
It should also be added that, to compare the NITE tools in a more comprehensive and
transparent way, far more parameters are needed than mentioned so far. Probably the most
comprehensive, parameterised comparison which has been done so far, both among the NITE
tools and between these and other current state-of-the-art limited-purpose NIMM coding
tools, is the one presented by NISLab NITE workers in August 2003 at the Eurospeech
conference in Geneva. This comparison uses the following parameters which, incidentally,
illustrate the complex challenges facing general-purpose NIMM coding tools:
1. Overall purpose
2. Providers
3. Platforms
4. Implementation
5. License issues
6. Supported formats
7. Interface
10

8. Information extraction
9. AnalysisCoding schemes
11. Coding palette
12. Types of coding
13. Coding file view
14. Custom visualisation
15. Import/export
16. Internal data representation
17. Meta-data support
18. Advantages
19. Disadvantages

4.3

The NITE tools

In the terms of the theoretical apparatus introduced in Section 3.1 above, it may be said that
the present, third release of the NWB supports timestamped coding of virtually any kind of
NIMM data. The NWB also supports structure coding but only in the curtailed sense of
enabling timestamped structure coding. The same applies, to some extent, to The Observer
which, contrary to the NWB, is limited by its internal data model with respect to the coding
schemes it can support. Moreover, The Observer still does not well support the coding of
spoken dialogue data. The NXT supports structure coding once the user has programmed
what is required.
In terms of the distinction between symbolic and analogue visualisation (Section 3.1), the
NWB currently supports symbolic visualisation. Information-equivalent analogue
visualisation is a next-step goal. The same holds for The Observer whereas the NXT may
support analogue visualisation of particular coding scheme applications provided sufficient
programming capability at the coding site. None of the NITE tools have solved the general
problem of coordinated behaviour visualisation which remains a challenge in the field. Both
the NWB and The Observer offer various customisation options which can help users display
coordination links.
In the following, we present the NITE tools through series of screenshots and accompanying
text. For obvious reasons, it is not possible to describe or characterise any of the tools in full
in the present report. Additional information is provided in the documentation and user
manuals for each tool. We refer to the NWB and NXT websites and to The Observer user
manuals and documentation.
4.3.1 NWB
The NWB is meant for users who want a ready-for-use tool for doing annotation. It runs a on
Windows platform. It is developed in C++ and uses a relational database for data storage. The
NWB is available as freeware for users. The following screenshots illustrate part of the
functionality provided by the NWB.
Figure 4.3.1.1 shows part of the procedure for entering a new coding scheme. The rightmost
window shows how elements are entered into the Transcriber coding scheme selected in the
leftmost window. Attributes can be added to elements by using the attribute list button visible
at the bottom of the rightmost window.
Figure 4.3.1.2 shows how transcription can be done using NWB.
Figure 4.3.1.3 shows the ordinary annotation view in NWB. At the bottom is the video
window and the control board which shows that one can go both by milliseconds and frame
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by frame in the video. In the middle the speech wave is visible. It is time aligned with the
video as marked by the red bar. At the top is the annotation window. It shows start and end
times for tags and it shows in the third column all entered tags.
By using the query tool one can get various visualisations of the annotated data. Figure
4.3.1.4 shows the inserted tags divided into separate columns so that one column shows
speakers, a second shows the transcribed text, a third one speech deictics, and so on.
Figure 4.3.1.5 shows the query interface which. So far plain SQL is the language used for
asking queries.

Figure 4.3.1.1: Adding elements in a coding scheme.
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Figure 4.3.1.2: Doing transcription with the NWB.
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Figure 4.3.1.3: Annotation view in NWB.

Figure 4.3.1.4: Visualisation of coded data.
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Figure 4.3.1.5: SQL query example.
4.3.2 NXT
The NXT toolkit basically consists of a set of components which a developer may incorporate
if he wants when implementing a particular annotation tool. Thus the screen shots shown
below are examples of interfaces one can build using the NXT. They do not show parts of a
fully functionally tool. The NXT is an open source (apart from the plug-ins developed by
DFKI), platform-independent toolkit implemented in Java and using XML for the internal
data representation. The plug-ins are a kind of stand-alone programs which also work together
with the Anvil annotation tool. They include a Sonogram tool for speech signal graphical
representation and analysis and a graphical visual markup tool for inserting markup directly in
raw video data.Figure 4.3.2.1 shows an example interface from which a user can view and
listen to a video, see a gesture coding palette (to the right) and change a gesture tag in the text
display by selecting the desired tag in the coding palette and then clicking on the “Change
gesture type” button.
Figure 4.3.2.2 shows the query window which is the interface to the query engine. The
“Bookmarks” entry in the toolbar gives an impression of the query language. One can select
formula from this entry or enter them freehand and press search (the search button is behind
the drop-down menu). Results are shown separately as indicated by the two tabs named
“Query” and “Result” in the figure.
Figure 4.3.2.3 shows another interface example. This time there is again a video which one
can see and listen to. The annotation window shows word by word transcription in German,
syntactical annotation at word level, and a translation into English which is not word to word
aligned. The annotation view is analogue.
Figure 4.3.2.4 shows the Sonogram plug-in developed by DFKI. It is a configurable
spectrogram application for audio analysis. The main window shows frequencies (linear or
logarithmic scale) and the audio signal.
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Figure 4.3.2.1: Example interface with gesture coding palette.

Figure 4.3.2.2: Search window with search formula visible.
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Figure 4.3.2.3: Example interface with analogue coding view.

Figure 4.3.2.4: Sonogram plug-in developed jointly with Anvil.
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4.3.3

The Observer

The Observer is a commercial tool which has been further developed during the NITE project.
The tool is developed in C++. It runs on a Windows platform and uses a database for storage
of annotated data. All screen shots shown below are from version 5 which is the most recent
commercially available version of the Observer.
Figure 4.3.3.1 shows the opening window in the Observer. To the left one can see the project
entitled “a bad day in the office” and one has access to everything which has already been
done for this project. Basically the user can do three things with the Observer: (1) He can
enter a new configuration. This means entering a new coding scheme and some meta-data. (2)
He can do observation. This means that he can annotate a video. (3) He can analyse the coded
data.
Figure 4.3.3.2 shows a review of the entered configuration information. The figure only
shows part of the review file.
Figure 4.3.3.3 shows how annotation is done in the Observer. It shows a video and a control
board for the video. The tag palette is visible to the right at the bottom. Tags are inserted in
the table to the left. Tags are time aligned and the bar with the red ends aligns with the video.
Figure 4.3.3.4 show a couple of analysis windows. The Observer allows for a few different
types of simple analysis, e.g. intercoder agreement and lag sequential analysis as shown.

Figure 4.3.3.1: Opening window in the Observer.
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Figure 4.3.3.2: Review of the entered configuration.

Figure 4.3.3.3: Annotation window in the Observer.
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Figure 4.3.3.4: Analysis of coded files with the Observer.
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5

Evaluation and assessment

5.1

Validation results

By the start of the NITE project, it was decided that no site would validate its own technical
work on the NITE tool strands. Those sites which have had a key role in the implementation
of the tools have only been involved in validation to the limited extent of having had the
opportunity to comment on validation documents, such as questionnaires, and validation
workshop scheduling. The key organisers of tools validation have been the two leaders of the
validation workpackage, i.e. ILC and IMS.
With the exception of the DFKI plug-ins, the NITE tools have been evaluated by users from
the NITE Advisory Panel (AP) at three occasions, as follows.
The first occasion was the NITE evaluation meeting in Stuttgart in November 2002,
documented in D.4.1. The second occasion was the NITE evaluation meeting in Pisa in early
June 2003, documented in D.4.2. The third occasion was the remote evaluation orchestrated
by NITE partners Pisa and Stuttgart in July-August 2003 in which colleagues at eight NITE
AP member sites had the opportunity to use the three NITE tools to code their own NIMM
data using their own coding schemes in their home environments. The methodology and
results of this third evaluation are also presented in D4.2.
Summarising the findings in the third evaluation round which is probably the more realistic of
the three evaluation cycles, partly because of the comparative maturity of the NITE software
at the time and partly because of the home-ground test environments, we may observe the
following.
The users were asked to evaluate the NITE tools using the following criteria:
1. effectiveness of available functions: does the tool do what it is intended to do?
2. ease of use: how easy is it for an average user to get acquainted with the tool?
3. efficiency of use: does the tool operate in ways users find intuitive and suitable for
their purposes?
4. flexibility/customisability/scalability: does the tool operate in ways users can easily
modify and adapt to their purposes?
In order to apply the above criteria, users were encouraged to consider the following tools
functionalities (cf. Section 4.1 above):
1. creation of a coding project;
2. controlling audio and video;
3. specification of coding schemes;
4. annotation using coding schemes;
5. customised information visualisation;
6. annotation query, retrieval and analysis.
In addition, and just like at the Stuttgart and Pisa evaluation workshops, the NITE AP
members were asked for their input on tool functionality which they found missing in the
current versions of the tools.
The NITE consortium is extremely grateful for the comments and evaluations received, all of
which are listed in D4.2.
It is impossible to draw any solid conclusions concerning the comparative success of the three
NITE tool development strands from the in-house tools testings reported in D4.2. Firstly, the
tools are so different that comparison in most respects makes little sense, cf. the tool
descriptions in Section 4. For instance, The Observer is robust and stable but supports only a
modest amount of NIMM coding at present. It has a clear interface design but some users
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prefer a different interface because they are used to tools which work differently from The
Observer. NXT can support a broad range of NIMM coding purposes but only when someone
has done the programming needed in each case, and it remains unknown to which extent the
tool will scale up to handling large data resources in real time. NWB was, at the time of the
trials, the least robust of the three tools but it enables quite complex timestamped coding and
is not likely to degrade in performance when handling large data resources.
Secondly, as it turned out, the six functionalities listed above were evaluated by significantly
different numbers of users. For the NWB, those six functionalities were evaluated by a total of
22 user/functionality pairs, counting a user/functionality pair each time a particular
functionality was tested by a single user (cf. D4.2, Section 5). For The Observer, the number
of user/functionality pairs was 10 and each of the six functionalities were evaluated by at least
a single user site. For the NXT, the user/functionality pairs number was only 3, meaning that
no user site evaluated all six NXT properties and that some (in fact, three) NXT properties
were not evaluated by any user site at all. By likely implication, the NWB turned out to
receive by far the most comments from the users, in the order of 35+ comments. The
Observer and the NXT received far less comments by comparison. There is no explicit
evidence that this distribution of NITE tool examinations reflects any preference by the users
for an easy-to-use, non-programmers general-purpose NIMM tool but the inference is, of
course, a tempting one to make.
Taken together, the NITE user evaluations demonstrate a keen interest in general-purpose
NIMM coding tools and significantly contribute to making evident the scale of the task of
providing the world’s first tool of the kind. We have also learnt that users do not always agree
among themselves, conditioned, as they presumably are, by habitually using particular
existing special-purpose or limited-purpose tools which, no doubt, incorporate an interaction
philosophy different from any of the NITE tools.

5.2

Internal collaboration

The NITE project has brought together researchers with very different skills and backgrounds.
As a whole, if may be concluded that the consortium has been up to its ambitious task. Most
consortium members knew each other well from, in particular, the MATE project, which may
be why the development of the three tool strands have gone rather smoothly. Inevitably, and
quite possibly, fortunately, the fact that several software strands were developed in parallel in
the project has produced some amount of inter-group competition, in particular between the
NWB and NXT teams.
Somewhat surprisingly, especially when comparing to the MATE project, NITE could be
claimed to have seen less under-estimation of the time and resources needed for software
development than is the case in many other distributed-environment research prototype
projects. No fully general-purpose tool has been developed in NITE but, in retrospect, we can
safely say that, at the start of the project, none of us really knew what such a tool was and had
to be able to do in detail. On the other hand, three tool strands have been developed which are
now all being taken up by the research community.
However, the price for increasing project development ambitions may to some extent have
been paid elsewhere on the project agenda, i.e. by producing some significant delays in
several of the NITE report deliverables. Due to the tall development agendas facing most
participants, we may have shifted part of the attention from producing those reports on time to
the massive challenges involved in analysing, specifying, and implementing the software
strands.
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6

Conclusion and future prospects

6.1

Conclusion on the NITE results

NITE has taken a major step towards demonstrating the world’s first fully general-purpose
coding tool for natural interactivity and multimodal data. In the process, NITE has developed
two very different, still limited-purpose according to the definitions in Section 4.2 above,
NIMM coding tools which are now being used for NIMM data coding in an increasing
number of projects. In addition, the common NITE general-purpose tool specification and the
experience on user needs and preferences gathered in the course of the project, are now
feeding into the company Noldus’s future tool release plans, ensuring an industrial and
commercial impact of the work done.
The ISLE report on the state of the art in NIMM coding tools [Dybkjær et al. 2001b] is now
more than two years old. It is therefore natural to ask the question: where do the NWB and the
NXT stand relative to the current, year 2003 state of the art in limited-purpose NIMM coding
tools, there being no general-purpose NIMM coding tools out there as yet? Roughly, recent
developments have taken place along the two different lines illustrated by the NWB and the
NXT, respectively.
The first line of development has pursued the programmer’s toolset idea exemplified by the
NXT. Perhaps the primary example of the NXT competition is the US-developed AGTK
(Annotation Graph ToolKit) [http://agtk.sourceforge.net/. We know that the AGTK is in use
for NIMM data coding at various user sites but have no information about the scale and speed
of AGTK dissemination.
The second line has pursued the ready-made tool for ordinary users idea exemplified by the
NWB. Perhaps the two primary examples of the NWB competition are (i) DFKI’s Anvil tool
[http://www.dfki.de/~kipp/anvil] which was developed for gesture markup and which to some
extent can assist in spoken dialogue markup in combination with gesture. Like Anvil, (ii)
German TASX [http://tasxforce.lili.uni-bielefeld.de/] supports limited-purpose analogue view
NIMM coding (see Section 3.1.2) but is perhaps in general slightly more primitive than Anvil.
Compared to the NWB, the obvious strength of these tools is that they support the analogue
coding view which we want the NWB to support in a future release. By comparison, some
weaknesses of those tools are that they incorporate no notion of easy coding scheme entry and
that they do not support the symbolic coding view. A more detailed, systematic comparison
between the tools mentioned in the present section was presented by NISLab at the
Eurospeech tutorial in August 2003.
So, in conclusion, it may be stated that, for general-purpose NIMM data coding, the rapidly
growing communities concerned are far better served today than when NITE started.
Moreover, two of the most advanced coding tools today have been developed in NITE. On the
other hand, as we have tried to make clear in this final report from the NITE project, there is
still some way to go before we have an easy-to-use, fully general-purpose coding tool for
natural interactivity and multimodal data resources.

6.2

Exploitation planning and perspectives

The NITE partners have individually submitted their exploitation plans, or Technology
Integration Plans (TIPs), to the Commission, so we only want to add a single comment here.
Originally, NITE aimed to make the NITE-developed technologies available as open source
for colleagues across the world to be able to contribute to their further development. Needless
to say, this open source agenda did not apply to Noldus’ commercial product, The Observer.
When, early on, the consortium decided to iteratively develop two research prototypes, i.e. the
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NWB and the NXT, rather than a single “NITE toolset” (see Section 2), we kept the open
source agenda. At the time of writing, the NXT is actually open source software, except for
the DFKI plug-ins which, as it turned out, DFKI did not want to commit to the open source
market. As for the NWB, the current NWB3 release is freeware but not open source because
of its inclusion of commercial MS Windows development platform parts. NISLab is still
happy to make the in-house-developed NWB software open source. It is just not clear to us if
there will be any uptake on our open source offer by developers out there. To find out, we
have added an announcement to the NWB release website asking for expressions of interest.

6.3

Future perspectives

The three NITE NIMM coding tools will be maintained in the foreseeable future by NISLab,
U. Edinburgh, and Noldus, respectively. All three sites expect to continue tools development
and hope that, as a further result of the NITE project, one or more full general-purpose NIMM
coding tools will soon be available to users world-wide.
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NITE project deliverables
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Specification of and plan for workbench architecture,
Specification
functionality and usability

D1.1
addendum

List of requirements

D2.1

Survey of existing gesture, facial expression, and crossReport
modality coding schemes

D2.2

The NITE markup framework

D2.3

Best practice gesture, facial expression, and cross-modality
Report
coding schemes for inclusion in the workbench

D3.1

First NITE workbench software systems

D3.2

NITE workbench software systems release for final validation
Prototypes
including full documentation

D3.3

Full documentation of the NITE tools

Report

D4.1

Evaluation report on the first NITE tools

Report

D4.2

Evaluation report on the final NITE tools
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D6.2

Annual report
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D6.3

Final report and technology implementation plan

Report
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They will be published in 2004.
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